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SEVEN ON RRCHITECTIREtieese . 
about.”

ainly we don’t want a 
had nuA,work of buildings like Mt. 
this caSr UBC? 

isigned 
. What
buildiniM variations in height and

■ure?

Smithin Why does no one really 
When I was an undergrad- question the plans of Larson 

uate our University went out and Larson? 
and bought and payed for our

L '**5Smith Smith
Mostly because they are told 

to design a building and do 
Do Larson and Larson design just that. When finished you 

functional buildings?
Smith

ill,-t isn’t a city a patchwork own center — it was ours.
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sTa61 Jage chetl
about, «re there any buildings in 

d, just iSicular that you dislike?
Smith

see it In that state. You never 
see sketches that enable you 

I lived in a barracks once to consider the building as it 
when I was in the army, and suits the site. It’s a package 

o, and this is the problem, it was a dam sight more com- deal that enables no major 
like aboie of them are aggressive fortable and more pleasant, changes. Now with the propos- 

■ugh or adventuresome eno- with much better public ac- ®d SUB you have a dramatic 
■ to be singled out. Here we commodations. fall of land but no attempt to

ict that Be an immense collection of Brunswlckan let it edge over the hill, making
lit anytiiBüai- buildings and
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Do you mind that an Ameri- it exciting and interesting .to 
rs. TherBntly they all ted to become can firm was asked to do the be in and to look at. Rooms 

this ni 
that it 
ing puti

conse-
Prof. McLaughlin 
Civil Engineering

"The old must make way for 
the new”.

and proportions should be in
teresting. This is my basic ob- 

There is no shortage of ar- jection to the whole architec-

a suburban de- design work?imyous
opment. Smith

Brunswlckan
very miehe administration has cho- chitects every bit as competent ture °f the campus: it’s no- 
dive buiifl this mode of architecture, in this country. thing — it could be anywhere! !

we break away from it Brunswlckan Brunswlckan
out erecting a “sore
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From a cursory glance of the 

SUB plans would you say that 
they are going to serve the stu
dents needs??

B. F. Macaulay 
Vice President (Admin)

“It’s something like a painting 
— it has subtle appeal.”
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Do you like the style of ar

chitecture on this campus?
Macaulay

Yes. I like this. Now I quite 
realize that everyone doesn’t 
like it. Architecture is like 
buying a suit of clothes or an 
automobile, people go for all

rson-

The proposed SUB is a free-If you were commissioned as 
University architect — what, standing building. As such is 
would you do? ' there any basic flaw in Lar

son’s plan.

in
; buildinlmo”?

Smith
irst of It would be difficult. We 

the sigB-e to start now with build-
McLeughlin

Well, it not balanced for your 
needs. There should be more 
room to work. You people have 
to decide what you want. Don’t 
let someone tell you what you 
need.

Smith
SmithFirst realize I’m not a quali- 

hl hillsife that are functionally iso- fled architect, only an archi-
rsom’s ccBed, and the SUB is a good tectural historian. To begin y°u can approach from all 
e and wAce to begin. with I would consult exten- sides, yet the building is a
nodify tg Brunswlckan sively with the faculty and stu- street-building. Notice that the
e fact tlBarson and Larson are giving dents to discover the functional main facade is the only one
Phe desiga substantial reduction in needs. Secondly find a suitable which they’ve shown in the
d level a:

Yes, this is an area which
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Do you generally like the 

Larson structures on this cam
pus?

drawings. It’s laid out like a 
n that itlounts to about $45,000. tect whose work we knew and stage set and what happens
ie — should it be worth our cost to admired. Give him a prelimi- when you walk around to the

k out and hire an architect nary commission to come up hack? Doors opening with gar-
jo could give us something with some preliminary sketch- hage cans sitting out. It will
ginal? es and ideas and if these were look like most of Larson’s other

buildings — rather odd, and as

a reduction which site and then call in an ardhi-
sorts of styles because 
al tastes vary. T McLaughlin

I would have to balance an 
aesthetic approach against a 
professional approach. I think 
that we should be building 1 
structures which represent mo
dern day technology — but for 
a small campus our buildings 1 
do have some aesthetic charac
teristics.
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What do you like in it?

Macaulay
Well I like the form and the 

shape of it. It’s a well-proven 
and well-tried type of archi
tecture. I just like to look at 

— it’s something like a paint
ing, it has subtle appeal.

suitably interesting and excit-
think in a building the size ing commission him to produce though they were intended to

face an alley. 2500 years ago 
the Greeks discovered that 
freestanding buildings had to “ 
be appealing from all sides — 11
Larson hasn’t realized this yet!

Smith

■the Student Centre, $45,Q00 working drawings 
Biot very important.
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■Vhat if the administration your powers of veto away to 
geatened to withdraw then some firm at the beginning.
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which
could be checked for functions
and needs. You just don’t sign
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Ontario Hydro will interview1
les You can’t beat 

the taste of 
Player’s

onles.

October 18 - 19irs

ding

Electrical, Mechanical, Civil and Chemical Engineers — Mathematics and Com
merce graduates.

— Training Program geared to individual interests and based on rotational work 
experience.
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— Variety of Engineering Work — planning, design, research, construction, oper

ations, maintenance, marketing or computer. applications.

— A Career in an organization which encourages diversity of training and 
experience.

— An Expanding Operation — Nerw coal-fired and nuclear thermal stations in 
the process of development and construction are among the largest and most 
modern on tlhe continent. (500 megawatt units in our newest coal-fired gener
ating station and the new Pickering Nuclear Plant). Continuing hydraulic 
station expansion.

— An Integrated Data Processing System — Analysis and programming of com
plex engineering and scientific problems as well as e\tensive commercial 
applications.

Further information in your Placement ôffice. If you wish to make additional
enquiries please write —

a
75-6639
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EMPLOYMENT OFFICER, 
Professional and Management Staff, 

Ontario Hydro,
620 University Avenue, 

Toronto, Ontario.RY Player’s... the best-tasting cigarettes,
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